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About This Game

They appeared seemingly from nowhere and are ready for battle... You have to take up the defense of the land and prevent the
Ancients from seizing the kingdom! Devise defensive strategies to ward off the attacking enemies!

It's a hardcore classic Tower Defence. Even tutorial in this game is hard to beat. Only few can complete this game. A
lot of different levels and special effects are waiting for you. There are many types of enemies who require unique

tactics.
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Title: Rise of the Ancients
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Talentplace
Publisher:
KishMish Games
Release Date: 30 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Pentium 4 @ 3 GGhz/AMD 64 3200+

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 6600/ATI Radeon X1600

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: compatible with DirectX 9.0c
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Not sure why people have reviewed this game negativity, my friend gave it to me as a christmas present and can honestly say i
havent had more fun with any game since FNAF 4 came out, got a few trading cards and have more hours to come playing this
amazing game.. The card drop thing was corrected!

Nice to see a developer care about stuff. :)

Mind, I only got this for the cards, now I have to add a review? Will do after another look at the game. :). Absolutely horrible.

This game can not be played by anyone having a screen bigger then 720p. Buttons are insanely small and the gameplay is ugly.

3/10. This is like any other towerdefence game. But this might be one of the worst ones. The creator put 0% into the buggs and
awkward things in the game... This is a primitive tower defense game composed of Unity Asset flips.

Gameplay is very rudimentary and unfinished. This game feels like it was built 20% of the way and dumped onto Steam. I'm
giving this 100% of a thumbs down.. That kind of game that you launch when you need to feel disgusted and throw up..
Although it was fun to play, and low price, I can't but help think this game is incomplete. There are 16 levels in total to beat, the
15th being impossible to do without cheating (ahem). So sad, as it was a promising title that could have delivered so much more.
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Very bad, nothing to say more.. real bad, even worse is the fact that they classify the game as a "hardcore classic" while
hardcore is the result of awful mechanics

thanks for the cards. This is the result of taking an online course at udemy which teaches you how to build a BASIC tower
defence game, and that is exactly what this game is; BASIC. What makes it so hardcore then? the towers just pick a target and
shoot at it, there is no targeting options so you can watch the closest enemy to the end just run straight past your towers because
they chose to shoot someone else. Its a good thing i only paid 30c for this, thanks to a 90% off voucher, i'll try and recover what
i can from the trading cards and count my losses. GAME OF THE YEAR. wow, i didn't know you can code with paint.. Really
not the best game.. do yourself a favour and get bloons if you want to play a tower defence.. Very basic production values and
controls that only work sporadically on my machine. User interface is rudimentary and doesn't appear to fully work since I don't
have visible buttons for choosing different tower types. Creators should review games like Defense Grid and Kingdom Rush if
they want tips on how to improve the game.. I would not recommend this game, although it has fancy graphics and chilled music
which I really enjoyed the six minutes I played it. Unfortunately I had to stop this gem of a game, since you can't lower the
volume and i didn't want to end up deaf.. Game completed!. Feels very cheaply made and most browser tower defences are
better.
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